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DISTINGUISHED SUBFIELDS OF INTERMEDIATE 
FIELDS 

JAMES K. DEVENEY AND JOHN N. MORDESON 

Let L be a finitely generated extension of a field K of characteristic 
p 7* 0. If L/K is algebraic, then there is a unique intermediate field S 
such that 

L Ç iP~œ ®K S. 

S is just the maximal separable extension of K in L. If L/K is not alge
braic, then Dieudonne [4] showed there exist maximal separable exten
sions D of K in L such that L Ç Kv~œ®KD. In general, not every 
maximal separable extension of K in L has the property. Those which do 
have the property are called distinguished. Kraft [7] established that a 
maximal separable extension D of K in L is distinguished if and only if 
[L:D] is as small as possible. If the minimum of the [L:D] is pr

} r is 
called the order of inseparability of L/K, denoted inor(L/K). 

Let Li be an intermediate field of L/K. If L/K is algebraic, then the 
maximal separable extension Si of K in L\ is contained in the maximal 
separable extension S of K in L, and moreover S is separable over Si. 
This paper is concerned with the relationship between distinguished 
subfields D\ of L\/K and distinguished subfields D of L/K in the case 
where L/K is not necessarily algebraic. The exact analogue holds, that is 
every Di is contained in a D with Z) separable over Di if and only if 

inor(L/ iq = morÇLx/K) + inor(L/Li). 

However in view of the nonuniqueness of distinguished subfields and the 
fact that maximal separable extensions need not be distinguished, the 
exact analogue of the algebraic situation is quite strong to impose in the 
general situation. Thus we are led to examine when some (or all) dis
tinguished subfields Di of L\/K are merely contained in a distinguished 
subfield D of L/K. 

Recall that L is modular over K if Lpn and K are linearly disjoint over 
their intersection for all n. The concept was first introduced by Sweedler 
to characterize which finite dimensional purely inseparable field exten
sions can be expressed as a tensor product of simple extensions. It has 
since been used successfully to investigate arbitrary field extensions [8]. 
One general result is Theorem 2.3; If L/L\ is modular and LX(LP) is 
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separable over Li, then there is a distinguished subfield of L\/K con
tained in one of L/K. 

Results along this line can be used to determine structural properties 
of inseparable field extensions. In [1] and [2] it is shown that there exist 
unique minimal intermediate fields C* and L*, L 3 C* 2 L* 3 K, such 
that L/C* is separable and L*/K has the same order of inseparability as 
does L/K. Any intermediate field F such that inor(F/K) = inor(L/K) 
is called a form of L/K. Forms have been characterized by the condition 
that Lpn and K(Fpn) are linearly disjoint over Fpn for all n [2, Theorem 
1.3, p. 656]. In [2, Theorem 2.2, p. 659], it was shown that if F is a form 
of L/K and D is distinguished for L/K, then L = FD. Thus if D P\ F 
is distinguished in F/K, a degree argument shows L = D (£)D n F F. 
Now, let L 2 C* 2 L* 2 i^ be the unique intermediate fields defined 
above and assume there exists a distinguished subfield Di of L*/K con
tained in a distinguished subfield D2 of C*/K. Then by a degree argument 

C* = L*®DlD2 

and since L/D2 is finitely generated with L/C* separable and C*/D2 

purely inseparable, 

L - C*<8>z>2S 

for some separable extension S of Z>2 [8, Theorem 4, p. 1178]. Thus 

L - L* ® 2>1 £>2 (g)D2 S « L* ® Dl 5. 

Theorem 3.9 shows that if C*/L* is modular, then we can find such a D2 

and Di. An example is presented proving that in general such D2 3 Dx 

need not exist. 

1. Since L/K is finitely generated, there exists an integer n such that 
K(Lpn) is separable over K. The least such n is called the inseparability 
exponent of L over i£, denoted inex(L/X"). 

1.1 LEMMA. Let j ^ mex(L/K). If YpJ Ç Lp^ i.v a relative p-basis of 
K(Lp3')/K, then K(Lpj)(Y) is a distinguished subfield of L/K. 

Proof. Since j ^ inex(L/K), K(LpJ) is separable over K. Thus Ypl is 
a separating transcendence basis of K(Lp3) over i£. Thus Fis a separating 
transcendence basis of K(LpJ)(Y) over i£ and hence K(Lpj)(Y) is 
separable over K. Since 

K((K(Lpi)(Y))pj) = K(Lp2j)(Ypj) = K(Lpj), 

[5, Proposition 1, p. 288] shows K{Lpj)(Y) is distinguished. 

1.2 THEOREM. Let L\ be an intermediate field of L/K and let n — 
inex(L/K). Then the following conditions are équivalent. 
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(1) There exists a distinguished subfield Dx of L\/K which is coseparable 
in a distinguished subfield D of L/K. 

(2) Every distinguished subfield Di of L\/K is coseparable in a distin
guished subfield D of L/K. 

(3) K(Lpn)/K(Lr) is separable. 
(4) mor{L/K) = inor(Z,i/20 + inoi^L/Za). 

Proof. (1) implies (4): Let D be separable over D\. Since L\/D\ is 
purely inseparable, D (£)Dl L\ is separable over L\. Since L C Kp~œ(D), 

LCLrœ{D®DlLx). 

So D ®Dl L\ is distinguished for L/L\. Since 

[L:D] = [L:D®DlL1][D®DlL1:D] 

_ plnoriL/Li) ,pinor(Li/K) 

(4) follows. 
(4) implies (3): Let D2 be distinguished for L/L\ and let Dx be dis

tinguished for Li/K. By [8, Theorem 4, p. 1178], D2 = S®Dl Lx where 
S is separable over Dx. By (4), S is distinguished for L/K. Thus 

i£(Z?n) = i£(Spn) and K{Lx
pn) = K(Dr). 

SinceS/D l and Z V ^ a r e separable, K(Spn)/K(Dr), i.e., K(Lpn)/K(Lr) 
is separable. 

(3) implies (2) : Let Z>i be a distinguished subfield of L\/K and let Fi 
be a relative £-basis of A / iE . Then Yx

pn is a relative £-basis of K(Lipn)/K. 
Since K(Lpn)/K(L1

pn) is separable, there is a subset F of L such that 
7 2 ^ ! and Fpn is a relative £-basis of K(Lpn)/K. By Lemma 1.1, 
Z> = K(Lpn)(Y) is a distinguished subfield of L/K. Clearly P i Ç D. 
If 5 is a ^-basis of i£, then B KJ Y\ is a ^-basis of £>i and 5 U F is a 
£-basis of P . Thus D/D\ preserves ^-independence, i.e., D/D\ is separ
able. 

(2) implies (1): This is immediate since L/K and L\/K have dis
tinguished subfields. 

1.3 COROLLARY. For every intermediate field Li of L/K, every dis
tinguished subfield of L\/K is coseparable in a distinguished subfield of L/K 
if and only if L/K is algebraic. 

Proof. Suppose L/K is not algebraic. Let n = inex(L/K) and let 
Li = K(LP). Since L/K is finitely generated and non-algebraic, 

K(Lpn) =2 K(Lpn+1). 

Thus K{Lpn) is purely inseparable over its proper subfield K(Lipn) and 
Theorem 1.2 applies. The converse is easy. 
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1.4 PROPOSITION. For every intermediate field L\ of L/K, every dis
tinguished subfield of Li/K is contained in a distinguished subfield of L/K if 
and only if every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is dis
tinguished. 

Proof. Let £ be a maximal separable intermediate field of L/K which is 
not distinguished. Then L\ = S does not have a distinguished subfield 
which is contained in one of L/K. For the converse, it suffices to show 
that every intermediate field of L/K which is separable over K is extend
able to a maximal separable intermediate field of L/K. That this is true 
follows easily from Zorn's Lemma. 

When every maximal separable intermediate field of L/K is dis
tinguished is examined in [3]. 

2. In this section we concentrate on a single subfield L\ of L/K and 
examine when a (or every) distinguished subfield of L\ is contained in 
one of L/K. 

2.1 PROPOSITION. Let L\ be an intermediate field of L/K and let n = 

inex(L/K). If every distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained in one of 
L/K, then 

Kp~n(Lpi) H Lx Ç K{U>Î) \J Kp-n{Lx
p) for 0 S i ^ n. 

Proof. The conclusion is immediate for i = 0. Assume the conclusion 
is not true for all i, 0 ^ i ^ n, and let i be the least integer such that there 
exists 

6 £ Kp-n(L*i+l) H L!\K(Lpi+1) W Kp-n(L^). 

Then 

6pn G K(Lr)\K(Lr+l), 

so by Lemma 1.1 6 is part of a separating transcendence basis of a dis
tinguished subfield D\ of L\/K. Now 

6 6 Kp~n(Lpi) r\ Lx C K{Lpi) \J KP~\LX
P) 

by the minimality of i. But 6 £ Kv~n{L1
v), so 6 6 K(Lpi). From above, 

e e Kp-n(Lpi+l) n Li\K(L*i+1). 

As in the proof of [3, Theorem 1], 6 is not in any distinguished subfield 
of L/K, and hence D\ cannot be contained in any distinguished subfield 
of L/K. 

The following result shows that the necessary condition of Proposition 
2.1 is sufficient in a special situation. 
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2.2 THEOREM. Let Lx be an intermediate field of L/K. Suppose 
inex(L/K) = 1 and the transcendence degree of L/K is 1. Then 

Kp'l(Lp) r\ Lx C K(LP) U Kp~l(Lx
p) 

if and only if every distinguished sub field of Lx/K is contained in one of 
L/K. 

Proof. Let Dx be a distinguished subfield of Li/K. If Dx is algebraic 
over K, then Z>i is in every distinguished subfield of L/K. Thus suppose 
Dx is not algebraic over K and let t be a separating transcendence basis 
of Di/K. Either * 6 Kp~l(Lp) or * g Kp~l(Lp). If / Ç Kp~l(Lp), then by 
assumption 

Since / is a separating transcendence basis of Z>i over i£ and K(LX
P) = 

K(DX
P) (inex(L/K) = I),/2 ' g i£(£r"2) i.e.,/ g Kp'l(Lx

p). Thus/ G ! £ ( # ) . 
But any element of Z?i which is separable algebraic over K(t) is also 
separable algebraic over K(LP), and hence in K(LV). Thus Z?i C K(LV) 
and since inex(L/i£) = 1, Dx is contained in every distinguished subfield 
of L/K. If t Q Kp"l(Lv), i.e., P g K(Lp2), t is a separating transcendence 
basis of a distinguished subfield Z> of Z/i£ by Lemma 1.1. Clearly 
D -DDX. 

2.3 THEOREM. Let Lx be an intermediate field of L/K and suppose every 
distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained in one of L/K. If T is relatively 
p-independent in L/K and is part of a separating-transcendence basis of a 
distinguished subfield of Li/K, then T is part of a separation transcendence 
basis of a distinguished subfield of L/K. If inex (L/K) = 1 the converse is 
also true. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on \T\. Let n = inex (L/K). We have 

Kp~n(Lp) r\LxQ K(LP) \J Kp~n(Lx
p) 

by Proposition 2.1. Suppose T = {t}, Then 

t $ K(LP) U Kp~n(Lx
p) 

and t € L\. Hence t $ Kp~n(Lp), Thus / is part of a separating trans
cendence basis for a distinguished subfield of L/K. Suppose | T\ = m > 1 
and that the result is true for field extensions of exponent n such that 
\T\ = m — 1. Let T - {tu . . . , ^ } . As above tx is part of a separating 
transcendence basis of a distinguished subfield of Lx/K and L/K. Thus 
every distinguished subfield of Lx/K(tx) and L/K(tx) is also one of L\/K 
and L/K respectively. Hence every distinguished subfield of L\/K(h) is 
contained in one of L/K(tx). Now {t2, . . . , tm\ is relatively ^-independent 
in L/K(tx) and is part of a separating transcendence basis for a dis-
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tinguished subfield of Li/K{t\). Thus by the induction hypothesis, 
{/2, • • • , tm) is part of a separating transcendence basis of a distinguished 
subfield of L/K(t\). Hence T is part of a separating transcendence basis 
of a distinguished subfield of L/K. 

Now assume inex (L/K) = 1. Let T be a separating transcendence 
basis of a distinguished subfield Dx of L\/K. Let 7^ Ç 7" be maximal such 
that T' is relatively ^-independent in L/K. Then by assumption T' is in 
a distinguished subfield D of L/K. Hence 

T C K(LP)(T) = K(Dp)(Tf) C £>. 

Thus P i C P . 

We now show the necessary conditions in Proposition 2.1 and Proposi
tion 2.3 are not sufficient when inex (L/K) > 1. 

2.4 Example. Let 

X = P(x, y) and L = #(* , zxp~2 + yp"a) 

where P is a perfect field of characteristic p ?* 0 and {x, y, z\ is alge
braically independent over P. Every set of one relatively ^-independent 
element of L/K is (part of) a separating transcendence basis of L/K 
[3, Example 13]. Hence for every intermediate field Lx of L/K, any set 
which is relatively ^-independent in L/K and which is part of a separating 
transcendence basis for a distinguished subfield of L\/K is also part of a 
separating transcendence basis of a distinguished subfield of L/K. Also, 

Kp-2(Lpi) C\L = K(Lvi), t = 1, 2. 

Hence for every intermediate field L\ of L/K} 

Kp-2(Lpi) Pi Li ç X(Lp i) U Kp-2(LX
V), i = 1, 2. 

That is, every intermediate field Li of L/i£ satisfies the necessary condi
tions of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. However, L/K has a maximal separable 
subfield 5 which is not distinguished in L/K [3, Example 13]. Let 
Li = S. Then no distinguished subfield of Lx/K is contained in a dis
tinguished subfield of L/K. 

In the following example we show that the assumption of transcen
dence degree 1 in Theorem 2.3 is needed. The example provides us with 
extensions L/L\/K for which the necessary condition in Proposition 2.1 
holds, but not the one in Theorem 2.3. 

2.5 Example. Let K — P(x, yu y2) and 

L = K(z, w, xp~lz + yx
p~\ xp~lw + y2

p~l) 

where P is a perfect field of characteristic p 9^ 0 and {x, yi, y2, w, z\ is 
algebraically independent over P. Then 

Kp~l(Lp)r\L = K(Lp) 
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and hence for every intermediate field Lx of L/K, the necessary condition 
of Proposition 2.1 holds. It is shown that L/K has a maximal separable 
intermediate field 5 which is not distinguished [3, Example 12]. Let 
L\ = S. Then no distinguished subfield of Li/K is contained in one of 
L/K. Hence the necessary condition of Theorem 2.3 cannot hold since 
inex(L/K) = 1. 

[3, Example 11] provides an extension L/K of transcendence degree 
> 1 which has every maximal separable subfield distinguished. Hence 
every maximal intermediate field L\ has every distinguished subfield in 
a distinguished subfield of L/K by Proposition 1.4. 

2.6 THEOREM. Let L\ be an intermediate field of L/K. If L/L\ is modular 
and inex(L/Li) = 1, then there exists a distinguished subfield of LY/K 
contained in one of L/K. 

Proof. Since L/Li is modular, L = S(£)Ll J where 5 and J are inter
mediate fields of L/Li such that S/Li is separable and J/L\ is purely 
inseparable of exponent 1 [8, Theorem 4, p. 1178]. Since L/J is separable, 
every distinguished subfield of J/K is contained in one of L/K by 
Theorem 1.2. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for LP C L\. Let 
n = inex(L/i^). Let F3 Q Lpn+1 Ç Lr be a relative £-basis of K(Lpn+l) 
/K{Lr+l). Then IV"1 is a relative £-basis of Kp~l (Lpn)/Kp-\Lr) and 
hence is relatively ^-independent in K(Lpn) / K(Lipn). Extend Yz

p~l to a 
relative £-basis Yx C Lpn of K(Lpn)/K(Lr). Let F2 C Lr be a relative 
£-basis of K{Lr)/K{Lvn+l). Then F2 \J F3 is a relative ^-basis of 
K(Lr)/K and YiVJ F2 is a relatives-basis of X ( L p n ) / ^ . By Lemma 1.1, 

Z>i = i ^ ( L r ) ( ^ - " , F3
p-n) and Z) = K(Lpn)(Y1

p~n
} Y2

p~n) 

are distinguished subfields of Li/K and L/X" respectively. Clearly 
D1 C D. 

3. In this section we examine containment relations for distinguished 
subfields in the case where Li is a form of L/K. Recall L\ is a form if 
inor (L/K) = inor(Li/i£). Forms L\ have been characterized by the 
condition Lpn and K(Lx

vn) are linearly disjoint over Lx
pn for all n [2, 

Theorem 1.3, p. 656]. 

3.1 PROPOSITION. Let Li/K be a form of L/K. If B is a relative p-basis 
of L/Li, then B is part of a separating transcendence basis of a distinguished 
subfield of L/K. Conversely, if B is a separating transcendence basis of a 
distinguished subfield of L/K, then B contains a relative p-basis of L/Lx. 

Proof. Suppose B is a relative ^-basis of L/L\. Since L\/K is a form of 
L/K, we have linear disjointness in the following diagram by [6, Lemma, 
p. 162], where n = inex(L/K). 
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Clearly then Bpn is relatively ^-independent in K(Lpn)/K. By Lemma 1.1, 
B is part of a separating transcendence basis of a distinguished subfield. 

Conversely, suppose B is a separating transcendence basis of a dis
tinguished subfield D. Then every element of D is separable algebraic 
over K(B). HenceD C LX(LP)(B). By [2, Theorem 2.2, p. 659], L = £>Li, 
s o L = LX(LP)(B). 

Thus, the number of elements of a relative ^-basis of L over a form 
Li is bounded above by the transcendence degree of L/K. For L/K 
finitely generated, insep(L/i£) equals the number of elements in a rela
tive p basis of L over K less the transcendence degree of L/K. 

3.2 COROLLARY. Let Lx/K be a form of L/K and let n = inex(L/i£). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 

(1) K(Lr) Q K{Un+l). 
(2) transcendence degree of (L/K) = \ogp[L:L(Lip)] 
(3) B is a relative p-basis of L/Li if and only if B is a separating trans

cendence basis of a distinguished subfield of L/K. 
(4) insep(L/Li) = transcendence degree of L\/K. 

Proof. The equivalence of the conditions (1), (2), and (3) follows easily 
from Proposition 3.1 and the diagram there. The equivalence of (2) and 
(4) follows easily from the definition of insep(L/K). 

3.3 THEOREM. Let L\/K be a form of an inseparable extension L/K. 
Every distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained in one of L/K if and only 
if L/Li is separable. 

Proof. Suppose every distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained in 
one of L/K. We prove L/Lj is separable by induction on the transcen
dence degree of L/K. Suppose it is 1. Then by Proposition 3.1 either 
L = Li(Lp) or [L:LX(LP)] = p. If L = Li(Lp), then since L/Lx is 
finitely generated, L/Li is separable algebraic. Suppose [L:Li(Lp)] = p. 
Then by Corollary 3.2, K(Lx*

n) Q K(Lpn+l) so Lx C Kp'n(Lp). Thus 

Li C K(Lp) yj ^-"(L^) 

by Proposition 2.1. Now Lx $£ K(LP) since L\/K is a form of L/K and 
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L/K is not separable. Hence U Q K^n(L^). Thus K(Lr) = K/(Lr+l) 
and so L\/K is algebraic. Thus the transcendence degree of L/Li is one, 
and since [L:Li(Lp)] ^ 1 by Proposition 3.1, L/L\ is separable. Now 
suppose the transcendence degree of L/K = d > 1. Let D\ Ç D be dis
tinguished subfields of Li/K and L/K respectively. Assume K(DP) 2 ^ i -
Then there is an x £ D such that x is part of a separating transcendence 
of Dx/K and D/i£. Now L^/Kix) is a form of L/K(x) and if £>!* is a dis
tinguished subfield of Li/K{x) it is also one of Li/K. Hence Di* is con
tained in a distinguished subfield D* of L/i£, and Z>* is also a distin
guished subfield of L/K(x). That is, every distinguished subfield of 
L\/K{x) is in one of L/K{x). Thus L/Li is separable by the induction 
hypothesis. Assume K(DV) 3 D\. Then 

Ll C Kp~n(Dp) C Kp~n(Lp). 

Hence by Proposition 2.1, 

LlQK(Lp) V Kp-n{L^). 

As above, we conclude L/Li is separable. The converse follows from 
Theorem 1.2. 

3.4 COROLLARY. The following conditions are equivalent for an insepar
able extension of L/K. 

(1) For every form L\/K of L/K, every distinguished subfield of L\/K is 
coseparable in one of L/K. 

(2) For every form Li/K of L/K, every distinguished subfield of L\/K is 
contained in one of L/K. 

(3) L/L* is separable algebraic where L* is the unique minimal form of 
L/K. 

Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2). Assume (2). Then Z,/L* is separable. 
For any field Li, L 2 ^ i 3 L*, 

inor (L/K) ^ inor (L^K) ^ inor (L*/K) 

[2, Theorem 1.2, p. 656], so L\ is a form of L/K. Thus L*(LP) is a form 
of L/K and by Theorem 3.3, L/L*(V) is separable. Thus L = L*(LP), 
i.e., L is separable algebraic over L*. Assume (3). Then L is separable 
algebraic over any form L\. Thus if Dx is a distinguished subfield of L\/K, 
L = Li ® D l S where S/Di is separable algebraic. By a degree argument 
S is distinguished for L/K. 

3.5 COROLLARY. The following conditions are equivalent for a form 
L\/K of an inseparable extension L/K. 

(1) Every distinguished subfield of L\/K is coseparable in one of L/K. 
(2) There exists a distinguished subfield of L\/K which is coseparable in 

one of L/K. 
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(3) Every distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained in one of L/K. 
(4) L/Li is separable. 

Proof. The equivalence of (3) and (4) is Theorem 3.3. The equivalence 
of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 1.2. Let n = inex(L/K). Since 
Li/K is a form of L/K, Lvn and K(Lx

pn) are linearly disjoint over Lx
pn. 

Thus L/L\ is separable if and only if K(Lpn) / K(Lx
pn) is separable. Hence 

(1) and (4) are equivalent by Theorem 2.2. 

We now show it is possible for a form of L/K to have no distinguished 
subfield contained in one of L/K. We need the following result. 

3.6 PROPOSITION. Suppose Lx/K is a form of L/K such that L/Lx is not 
separable and suppose inex (L/K) = 1 = the transcendence degree of L/K. 

(1) Let Di be a distinguished subfield of Lx/K. Then Dx is contained in a 
distinguished subfield D of L/K if and only if Dx Ç K(LV). 

(2) No distinguished subfield D\ of L\/K is contained in K(LV) if and 
only if 

Lx C\ K(LP) = K(L^) C\ K(LP), 

where 

K(L^) = K Li\x* e K(Lx
p2)}. 

Proof. (1) Suppose Dx C D, but Dl £ K(U>). Since inex(L/K) = 1, 
K(LV) = K(DP). Thus if {x} is a separating transcendence basis of Di/K, 
{x} is also a separating transcendence basis of D/K. Thus D/Di is 
separable algebraic and L/L\ is separable (Corollary 3.5), a contradic
tion. Conversely, if Dx C K(Lp)y then D\ is in every distinguished sub-
field of L/K. 

(2) Now x e L,\K(Lx^) if and only if xp g K(Lx
p2), i.e., x is a 

separating transcendence basis of a distinguished subfield of L\/K. 
Hence no distinguished subfield of L\/K is in K(LP) if and only if 

(L\K(L^)) C\ K(Lp) = 0, 

i.e., if and only if 

Lx C\ K(Lp) C K(L^) C\ K(LP). 

3.7 Example. inex(L/K) = 1 = the transcendence degree of L/K and 
there exists a form Lx of L/K such that no distinguished subfield of 
L\/K is contained in one of L/K: Let 

i£ = P(x), Lx = K((zp + xp-l)\ xp~l) 

and 

L = ^ ( z , ^ - 1 ) 
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where P is a perfect field of characteristic p > 2 and {x, z\ is algebraically 
independent over P. By Proposition 3.6, it suffices to show 

U C\ K{LP) = K(L^) r\ K(LP) 

since L/L\ is clearly not separable. It follows easily that 

K(L^) r\ K{U>) = K((zp2 + x)2). 

Suppose 

Ur\K{Lv) =2 K((zp2 + x)2). 

Then K(LP)/'(Lx C\ K(LP)) is separable algebraic and 

is purely inseparable. Thus 

K(LP) = (L1nK(L*))®K(*'+X)*)S 

where S/K((zp2 -f x)2) is separable. Now zp is a root of the irreducible 
polynomial 

t2p + 2xtv - (z2p2 + 2zp2x) 

in an indeterminate t over K((zp2 + x)2). Hence by [10, Lemma 3.7, 
p. 102], xp~l G K(zp), a contradiction. 

Proposition 3.6 can also be used to establish conditions for a form of 
L/K to have a distinguished subfield contained in one of L/K. Recall 
that an inseparable algebraic extension L/K is exceptional if Kp~l C\ 
L = K. 

3.8 THEOREM. Let Li/K be a form of L/K such that L/L\ is not excep
tional. If inex(L/iC) — 1 = transcendence degree of L/K, then there 
exists a distinguished subfield of L\/K contained in one of L/K. 

Proof. If L\ is algebraic over K, then the unique distinguished subfield 
for L\ is in every distinguished subfield of L/K. Thus we may assume 
L/L\ is algebraic. Suppose no distinguished subfield of L\/K is contained 
in one of L/K. Then 

Lx C\ K(LP) = K(LSl)) n K(Lp) 

by Proposition 3.6. Since inex(L/K) = 1 = transcendence degree of L/K 
if 

K(L^) C\ K(Lp) 2 K(Lx
p) 

then K(L^) Pi K(LP) is distinguished for Lx/K since K(L^) r\ 
K(LP) is separable over K. However, this is impossible since K(L^l)) C\ 
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K(LP) is in every distinguished subfield of L/K. Thus 

K{L^ C\K{LP) = K(LX
P). 

Hence Lx C\ K(LP) = K(LX
P). Since LP and K(Lip) are linearly disjoint 

over Liv, 

Lp C\ K{LX
P) = Lx

p. 

Thus LP C\ Li = Lip. Since L/Li cannot be separable, L/Li must be 
exceptional, a contradiction. 

3.9 THEOREM. Let Li/K be a form of L/K. If L/Li is modular, then there 
exists a distinguished subfield of L\/K contained in one of L/K. 

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, it suffices to assume L/Li is 
purely inseparable. Let {xi,. . . , xs\ be a subbasis of L/L\ and let nt be the 
exponent of xt over Li and let n be the inseparability exponent of L/K. 
Since Lpn+l and K(L,pn+l) are linearly disjoint over Lx

vn+\ {xpn+n\ . . . , 
x pn+nsj -g r e j a t i v e iy ^-independent over K(Lipn+1) since it is such over 
Lipn+1. Thus {xipn\ . . . , xs

pUs} is part of a separating transcendence basis 
of a distinguished subfield D\ of L\/K (Lemma 1.1). Thus 

L = Di(xu . . . ,xs) ®DlLx 

by a degree argument. Hence Z>i(xi, . . . , xs) is a distinguished subfield 
of L/K. 
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